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All in one 

Shark
Jewels 

Divers who love shark 
jewel- lery should take 

a seriously look at Reef Jewelry’s 
collection. It is not often that a com-
pany puts its money where it’s mouth is. But that 

is exactly what Reef Jewelry did when it was founded 
in 2001. From day one, they have had a commitment 
to marine conservation donating a percentage of all 
their sales to help the Shark Trust continue their impor-
tant work. Today, Reef Jewelry produce on behalf of 

the Shark Trust, their logo in a choice of metals for the dis-
cerning diver. Prices range from GB£18.00 for a polished small 

Silver Hammerhead pendant to GB£110.00 for a small solid 9ct Gold 
Hammerhead pendant.  www.reefjewelry.com

Low Mu 
The EMC-20H Low Mu 
is a new Helium com-
patible computer 
that has an extreme-
ly low magnetic 
signature meeting 
the specifications for 
explosive ordinance 

disposal teams and 
developed for mili-

tary organizations. The 
Low Mu version is the basically the computer as 
the civilian model, except it uses some different 
components to reduce the magnetic signature 
which should be of great interest to Search & 
Rescue teams and Homeland Security teams, 
as well as the military.  The EMC-20H Low Mu 
features Touch Contact Programming and 
a Lithium battery for improved reliability and 
longer battery life. 
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EquipmentIn the zone...

www.rapidiver.com

Rapid Diver is a new lightweight, 
all-inclusive scuba system that 
mates a tank, regulator and 
buoyancy module to a uni-
form-fit, load-bearing harness. 
It was created in response 
to public safety and military 

needs for a 
universal fit, 
compact, 
versatile 

and easily 
deployed 
scuba sys-

tem. It is 
equally well 

suited to a 

range of civilian applica-
tions such as shore div-
ing due to its user-friendly 
design, universal fit capabil-
ity and ease of transporting 
and storage. Persons who 
are unable to wear heavy 
conventional scuba gear, or 
who simply feel uncomfort-
able with the associated bulk 
and weight, appreciate the 
light overall weight of just 15 
pounds and wearer comfort. 
The Rapid Diver readies for 
use in less than a minute and 
provides sufficient air duration 
for the average dive of 20 to 25 

minutes at moderate depths.

www.DiveCochran.com

Underwater Whistle
Capable of being heard over a half 
mile away, the windstorm whistles 
even work underwater. Available in Jet 

Black, Safety Yellow and Safety Orange. 
Size is only 2 3/4 x 3/4 x 1 1/2 inches. Small 

enough to easily carry. Loud enough to 
attract immediate attention. From US$ 4.50

www.wind-storm-whistles.com

The new Dragon BCD from Mares 
comes with a full range of features. 
The MRS plus mechanical release 
weight release system allows for 
up to 6 kg to be released with one 
simple pull, yet the buckle sim-
ply clicks in place for optimum 
security. Dragon is made out 
of scratch resistant 3D Alutex 
material with woven metal. The 
cummerband comes with the 
QAS - Quick Adjust System for 
fast and safe adjustment of 
the commerband.

www.mares.com

Dragon

http://www.reefjewelry.com
http://www.rapidiver.com
http://www.DiveCochran.com
http://www.wind-storm-whistles.com
http://www.mares.com
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Wear Your Diving Passions!
If you’ve ever bemoaned the lack of T-shirts 
that express your passion for scuba diving, it’s 
time you check out the cool tees from Dive 

Junkie!
The designs found on these casual T-

shirts reflect scenes and experiences 
close to every diver’s heart. Some 
designs are depicted with humour, 
some with a touch of seriousness, 
and some with a degree of nos-
talgia—but always with lots of 
heart. What you won’t find are 
meaningless loud t-shirts!
While some designs bring the 
beauty and wonder of the 
underwater world to the sur-
face, others strive to bring home 
a serious message. An exam-

ple of this is Barcode Shark, which shows 
a shark trapped behind a barcode strips, 
a statement representing the commer-
cialisation of these majestic creatures. The 
precision with which all Dive Junkie T-shirts 
have been made mirror the meticulous 
care all divers take with their diving 
gear. All T-shirts have been made with 
100% fully combed cotton fabric knitted 
from 25-single ring-spun yarn. Weighing 
in at 200 gms, they have been pre-
shrunk and possess reinforced stitching 
at the collars, shoulders and sleeves to 
enhance durability. The lycra-ribbed 
collars ensure that they retain their 
shape after numerous washes. 
www.divejunkie.com.sg

Quattro
forever

Dive Travel 
Essentials

Protection from pickpockets!  Ultra-
soft travel pouches designed to be 

worn under clothing keep your 
passport, travel documents, 
cash and valuables secure 

and accessible. 100% Spun Silk 
Money Belt and Neck Wallet 

From US$15.99

Until now, boat 
cleaners that 
were effective 

used harsh chemi-
cals, and environ-
mentally friendly 
formulas didn’t 

clean well. McNett 
Boat Cleaner elimi-

nates stubborn 
stains (even 

mold and 
tar!) from dive boats, rafts, 
kayaks, PFD’s and more.  Essential preparation for 
treatment with UV Tech Protectant & Rejuvenator! 

UV Tech beautifies, restores and protects your 
boat and gear from harmful UV damage. McNett 

Boat Cleaner and UV Tech are great for dive charter 
boats! Boat Cleaner from US$13.99 UV Tech™ Surface 
Protectant from US$14.99 www.mcnett.com

The fin that refuses 
to die. Now with OPB 
(Optimized Pivoting 
Blade) a system pat-
ented by Mares 
with the purpose of 
allowing the blade 
to assume an opti-

mal angle through 
upward and downward 
strokes, reducing div-
er’s effort. Comes with 
the popular ABS quick-
release buckles and 
anti-slips notches for 
no skidding aboard 

dive boats.

In Seawear’s marine sea life jewelry line, we found 
these elaborate golden eagleray earhangers. 
They come in three sizes. The medium sized 14kt 

textured spotted or eagle ray is about 
1” from wing tip to wing tip as it is 

poised in flight. The large is 
about 1 1/4”. US$137.50 

Weight 5.5gms

www.seawear.com

Golden rays

www.mares.com

www.mcnett.com

Cleaning 
up your 

act

http://www.divejunkie.com.sg
http://www.mcnett.com
http://www.seawear.com
http://www.mares.com
http://www.mcnett.com
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Easy Loop Lock
Worried about leaving your tanks on the 
boat or in your vehicle? Easy Loop cable 
is made from the highest grade of multi-
strand steel coated with a hard PVC to 
protect the tank. Simply wrap the wire 
around your valves and lock. The tip of the 
main cable is made of chrome-coated 
hardened steel. The loop wire is made with 
the same type of cable but with more flex-
ibility allowing the wire 
to wrap the neck with a 
much tighter radius; this 
keeps the securing loops 
as close to the valve as 
possible making removal 
over the top of the valve almost impossible. 
www.easylooplock.com

Island Image’s Limited Edition Tees bring 
a bit of ‘vacation’ into everyday life. The 
World’s Best Dives Collectible Series is 
shown here in white. This 
100% heavyweight cotton 
shirt is part of a collectible 
series that is in demand 
everywhere. Featuring the 
best dives in your area, this 
item is definitely flying off the shelves.
www.islandimagedesign.com

Limited Edition

Custom Diver’s new diminutive Pocket Reel is 
designed to offer the diver both ratchet and 

free run functions allowing divers to not only 
hold the reel in one hand, but also lets them 

select the Free Running Mode, 
simply by depressing the 
spring actioned pawl with 
their finger, whilst still enjoy-

ing snag-free line deployment.. When it comes to line, the 
Pocket comes with a 98kg breaking strain 2mm line in a 
choice of white, neon yellow or pink 50 metre line.

Max Holding Systems offers the newest 
form of scuba tank holders and speargun 
holders by using an effortless, temporary 
mounting system. Max avoids the unnec-
essary damages caused from permanent 
tank mounting systems used today. This 
system comes with an instant attach and 
release system. www.scubastorage.com

Get a grip

It’s reely small

www.customdivers.com

http://www.cdcdyk.dk
http://www.easylooplock.com
http://www.islandimagedesign.com
http://www.scubastorage.com
http://www.customdivers.com
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How did you get into diving? 
I have always been a water 
baby – born an Aquarius, I was 
always jumping into water from 
an early age.  I guess I was des-
tined to be a diver; it was just a 
matter of time…
 I was never really exposed to 
scuba diving as a child as we 
lived about as far away from the 
sea as you can get.  I started 
to learn to dive in Bristol, after 
leaving University.  I joined the 
University of Bristol Underwater 
Club, as it seemed a cheap and 
rather sociable way of learning 
to dive.
 How right I was on both 
counts!  I paid a small joining fee 
to cover weekly pool training, 

and after just a couple of weeks 
sitting at the bottom of the uni-
versity pool on Friday evenings 
and practicing a good bit of 
mouth to mouth resuscitation, I 
had a diving boyfriend!  A good 
start and a great incentive to 
keep learning!  As the club was 
a BSAC club, rather than a PADI 
one, the basic training was quite 
long and thorough – something 
which I really appreciate look-
ing back at it.  I had an excel-
lent trainer who shouted a lot 

TV-Presenter, Wreck detective and producer
Miranda KBeing

How the world has come to see and 
know Miranda K. In an Aga mask, 
transmitting from the seabedComing 

soon to a telly 

near you

Wreck detective 
Miranda Krestovnikoff 
recently completed 
another series of dive 
programmes for the 
BBC. The ambitious 
new series, Coast, is to 
be aired this autumn.  
We take a look behind 
the mask...

Miranda K and the team of the wreck detectives film series
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profile

but certainly couldn’t have prepared 
me better for my first few dives. I never 
felt like so many people do, who dive 
for the first time abroad, that I had 
been thrown in the water with only the 
briefest of lessons. I spent the best part 
of two terms having weekly training 

and only in 
the summer 
break did I 
get my first 
“open water” 
experience. I 
certainly felt 
more antici-
pation than 
nerves when 
going for my 
first dive.
 I have man-
aged to dig 

out my first diving log book which states 
that my very first dive – over 10 years 
ago now, was near Skomer in West 
Wales, was to a pathetic 6.2 metres 
and I stayed down only 12 minutes and 
saw nothing more than some kelp and 

a lone spider crab. But I remember that 
dive so well. I remember the excite-
ment of getting into the cold water in 
my new (and rather purple) semi dry 
suit—a bit of a change from a swimsuit 
in the university pool! I remember the 
joy of being underwater—being able to 
breathe without surfacing and witness-
ing a whole new world of fascinating 
sea life which I had only ever seen a 
glance of while rock pooling or snorkel-
ling. Never did I realise that this experi-
ence would lead me onto my future 
job of presenting underwater.   

And what was your first diving and pre-
senting underwater job?
This was actually my very first present-
ing job as well. I was offered a series 
of 13 shows for Fox Television in the US, 
called World Gone Wild. This was cov-
ering animal=people stories around 
the work with a number of different 
presenters. Because I was a diver, 6 
of the 13 stories I was to present were 
going to be based underwater. This 
was my first time using an Aga mask 

and the first shoot was filming 
reef sharks (See later!). All in 
all, I had great fun but it was a 
bit like being thrown in at the 
deep end!!

How difficult is it to present 
underwater?
When presenting underwa-
ter, you have to wear an 
Aga mask—either a full face 
one, which has no method 
of equalising, or a half mask, 

which has a nose dam.  
Apart from the difficulties 
of the mask and all the 
cables that tether you to 
the boat, there 
are many other 
things that limit 
you. You have to 
plan shorter dives 
due to the Aga 
masks using up a lot 
of air and my talking using up 
even more air! My depth is 

also 
lim-
ited 
by 
the 

length 
of the 

umbilicals 
especially if we’re 

not anchored up directly over 
the site hence the attraction 

Miranda K

Going to the Dive 2005 show in 
Birmingham (United Kingdom)?
 
Miranda Krestovnikoff will be talking about 
the recent filming of BBC’s ambitious series 
Coast on Dive 2005, which is going to take 
place over the weekend of 29-30 October.
 
Miranda’s presentation is going to be held 
in Concourse Suite 2 from 12.45 to 1.45 

Miranda gets help putting on her Aga mask before a shoot

Miranda presemts intriguing sea life under ice
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of doing shallower dives. Agas do work without 
umbilicals but the sound quality is much less reli-
able.  
 Then there’s just the general stuff which goes 
on—it’s a major “multi-task” to monitor your dive 
time, air, depth, etc. whilst trying to interview 
someone underwater, maintain neutral buoy-
ancy, hold your breath while you listen to com-
mands from the dive boat, try not to touch the 

protected wreck you are filming, try not 
to kick up silt and frustrate the camera-
man, watch out for vicious moray eels, 
making sure they are filming your good 
side… they say that women are good at 
multi- tasking and I think they might be 
right!

Do you like using an aga mask?
Ah, the beloved Aga masks. These I also 
loathe because of the problems they 
bring. It’s fantastic to be able to speak 
underwater and to communicate with 
topside, but after you talk, you need to 
breathe and this makes a noise so you 

can’t hear 
what others 
are saying. 
So, there’s 
a timing 
problem—
you have 
to speak, 
wait, listen, 
breathe, 
wait, listen, 
speak and 
so on. If 
things aren’t 
going so 
well—substi-
tute “shout” 
for “speak” 
and add a 
few exple-
tives!  Aga 
masks bleed 
air unless the 
seal is really 
tight around 
your face 

and they only come in one size, so having a 
beard makes things very difficult—not a prob-
lem for me, but definitely one for some of our 
contributors!
 The full face ones are even harder to work 
with as there is no way of equalising apart from 
swallowing a lot, and then you need to remem-
ber to flush out all the CO2 every minute or so.

What’s the best wreck 
you’ve dived? 
This has to be the Stirling 
Castle—a stunningly 
preserved wreck from 
1703. It was sunk in the 
worst storm to hit Britain in 
recorded history. A third-
rate man-of-war with over 
70 cannon, she hit the 
Goodwin Sands off the 
coast of Ramsgate—swift-
ly becoming covered by 
the shifting sands and dis-
appearing for 3 centuries. 
She emerged in 1979, almost 
pristine and I had the pleasure 
of diving her in 2002 with regis-
tered guardian, Bob Peacock. 
My dive log states that we saw 
intact gun ports, cannon, intact 
onion bottles, a bronze caul-
dron, 18ft anchor deck timbers, 
human bone, rudder.
 It’s a tough wreck to dive 
with only a small tidal window 
and visibility ranging from near 
zero to excellent. If you’re lucky 
enough to get good vis—it’s an 
incredible wreck.

And the most challenging?
Ever since the second series of 
Wreck Detectives was being 
researched by RDF (the inde-
pendent company making the 
series for Channel Four), I had 
being told about this incred-
ible wreck just off Padstow—a 
German U-Boat. A great wreck 
to dive, as it’s so intact, great 
viz, only recently discovered 
and not yet even identified.  
Just one problem—it’s at 60m.  
So, the question was asked: 
Was I up for it? I didn’t mind 
doing another training course 
in order to see another wreck.  
I would also end up joining 
that elite group of divers—the 

men in black suits—also 
known as the techies! 
 Nine days of classroom 
sessions and endless out 
of air drills and equip-
ment checks later, I was 
an advanced Nitrox and 
IANTD Normoxic Trimix 
diver.
 The training was well 
worth it—to dive on a 
practically virgin wreck in 
stunning visibility. Diving 

profile Miranda K

ABOVE: 
Miranda K dis-
cusses with a 
colleague the 
objects found 
at a wreck site

RIGHT: On loca-
tion with some 
unpredictable 
screen players

http://www.divephotoguide.com
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in the UK really 
doesn’t get 
any better 
than this!
 
What’s been 
your best div-
ing experi-
ence? 
Diving with 
any marine 
mammal is a 

wonderful experience.  I’ve dived 
with dolphins, sharks, seals, and 
whales… but maybe the most 
magical of all for me was diving 
with manatees.
 Sadly, this wasn’t in the wild, as 
they are pretty rare and the waters 
they inhabit are often too murky 
to film in, but while filming for a 
wildlife TV series in Brazil, I was lucky 
enough to visit a manatee rescue 
centre where they are rehabilitat-
ed and kept in large tanks. When 
we arrived, it was explained that 
strictly no one was allowed to swim 
with them but the vet. No one, that 

was, apart from me.
 We have all heard the 
stories about sailors being 
lured into the sea by 
these sirens – well until 
you’ve heard them sing 

to you, you’d have thought that 
the sailors were mad! 
 Once in the water, I was sur-
rounded by the most beautiful 
symphony of sound from these 
slow and sluggish creatures. They 
wooed me with their songs… and 
then moved in for the touchy feely 
bit!
 Wild animals tend to avoid 
humans, even when kept cap-
tive—so to have one come up and 
touch you of it’s own accord, was 
an incredible 
experience.
 Manatees like 
to explore—this 
they do with 
their bristly lips, 
which are usu-
ally used for 
collecting veg-
etation and 
working it to the 
back of their 
mouths where 
their molars are.  
But they don’t 
limit their explo-
ration to vege-
tation—why not 
try human? First, 
a bristly mas-
sage against 
my arm, then 
another one on 
my leg, then all 
my hoses were 
explored and tugged.
 Never before, and perhaps 
never again have I experienced 
such trust from a wild animal—a 
truly unforgettable experience in 
the water! 

And your worst? 
I have been pretty lucky not to 
have had any really bad diving 
experiences (touch wood), but 

one memorable one, due to my 
lack of experience and having no 
Dive Supervisor in control is this:
 We were filming reef sharks for 
World Gone Wild—the series I men-
tioned earlier where I first started 
my presenting career. We were 
in the Bahamas and although 
for anyone who’s dived with reef 
sharks, it’s not that scary, things 
didn’t go according to plan from 
the start. The director was seasick 
just minutes from land, so we had 

to turn around and drop her off 
and continue, undirected, to shoot 
the sequence.
 I was a fairly inexperienced diver 
at that stage and this was my first 
time in the water wearing an Aga 
mask. I was a bit apprehensive 
about diving with sharks, but after 
a brief interview with the leader of 
the project and some “chumming” 
of the water to attract the starts of 

our show, we dived 
in. Our aim was to 
create and film a 
feeding frenzy, but 
also to indicate that 
the sharks weren’t 
really interested in 
eating us—just the 
fish!
 Within minutes, we 
were surrounded by 
these huge fish com-
ing at me from every 
direction—maybe 
it was a time when 
one is grateful for 
the lack of periph-
eral vision in a mask 
underwater!
 “One’s on your 
head, Miranda!” 
shouted Stuart.
 I never saw it; instead, I felt 
another one on my arm—biting it! 
Thank goodness we were wear-
ing chain mail (only on our arms, 
though!)  I felt a huge pressure, but 
no pain, and all I had to show for it 
was a small hole in my suit.
 The filming went well—I was try-
ing hard to look cool, calm, and 
collected and it seemed to work…
 After what seemed like an eter-
nity on the dive—we ascended—
this was when things started to go 
wrong. No one had been monitor-
ing the dive. I guess, understand-
ably, we were too caught up with 
the sharks and what they were 
going to eat next!
 I started my ascent, to the sound 
of my computer bleeping a warn-
ing for 10 minutes of deco…
 I checked my air—practically 
empty. With an Aga mask on, 
it’s not easy to just rip it off and 
to swap tanks. Nothing to do 
but surface to the RIB, grab a 
mask, another cylinder, descend, 

Miranda Kprofile

Miranda K in action

The wreck detectives kit up for another thrilling underwater production

A curious seal 
taps the back of  

Miranda’s fin
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profile

OUR WORLD-UNDERWATER XXXVI 

Mark your calendar for Febuary 24, to 26 2006 when the 36th Annual OUR 
WORLD-UNDERWATER Consumer Dive & Travel Exposition will be 

held just minutes from Chicago’s O’Hare International Airport. 
The Donald E. Stephens Convention Center will host the event featuring: 

�� Over 200 dive industry exhibitors
�� Diving workshops, clinics & seminars

�� Today’s finest underwater films & photography
�� Children under 8 are FREE with paying adult
�� FREE, Saturday Children’s Film Festival 

For details & tickets visit www.ourworldunderwater.com

SAVE $2.00 ON YOUR ADMISSION TO THE SHOW 
                          SUBMIT THIS AD WITH YOUR TICKET ORDER   

                                    (sorry no copies accepted)              CODE: XR

The South China Sea is the world’s most exciting dive destination 
—Becca Saunders

www.layanglayang.com

...a paradise of dreams

Quicktime video clip. Shark diving 
with Stuart Cove´s. Size 4.9Mb

Quicktime video clip. Wreck detec-
tives. Size 5.8Mb

Quicktime video clip. 
Presentation. Size 2.4Mb

and then carry on my deco (I DO NOT 
RECOMMEND THIS!!!).
 So, that’s what I did. Back down at my deco 
stop, I checked the air in my new tank. Nearly 
empty! They must have given me a used tank. 
B******ds!
 So, up again for a third tank.
 More expletives!
 With a full tank, I finished my 
deco and surface, unharmed, 
and with no signed of decom-
pression sickness. The dive was 
certainly not life threatening 
but for me it was an early 
warning to an inexperienced 
diver not to rely on others 
but to take charge your-
self—especially with sharks 
around!

What plans have you got 
for future TV projects?
I am just in the process of 
filming a landmark BBC 
series called COAST, 
which airs in the UK from 
July 22nd. It features a diverse number of 
stories around the British coastline and I 
am following the natural history pieces. 
We have only had the chance to dive in 
a few locations, but when we have, it’s 
been excellent. We filmed the charming 
and very inquisitive gray seals in the Farne 
Islands and also dived with mating cut-
tlefish off the South Coast at Selsey, near 
Bognor Regis. I have never been able to 
touch a cuttlefish before—they certainly 
had something else on their minds other 
than me! 

What do you love so much about diving?
It’s something you can’t really explain 
to someone who doesn’t dive…. utter 
weightlessness, therapy, relaxation, the 
sound of your own breathing, the gentle 
crackling of life underwater and just…
utter calm. ■

http://www.ourworldunderwater.com
http://www.ourworldunderwater.com
http://www.layanglayang.com
http://www.hallonline.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/movies/shark.mov
http://www.hallonline.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/movies/wreck.mov
http://www.hallonline.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/movies/miranda.mov
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Text by Michael Symes
Photos: Peter Symes

science

The Salty Oceans

It would seem to be self-evi-
dent to use the adjective ‘salty’ 
in connection with the World’s 
oceans. Everybody knows that 
the oceans are salty. It is per-
haps the first thing that comes 
to mind when we think of the 
oceans. 

Everyone who has taken in a mouthful of 
ocean water while swimming knows that 
the ocean is really salty. About 70% of 
the Earth is covered with water, and we 

find 97% of that water in the oceans. 
However, it is not generally known 

just how important the salinity of 
the oceans 
is for life on 
this planet. 

Not only 
has it 

Composition of dissolved salts
At least 72 chemical elements have 
been identified in sea water, most in 
extremely small amounts. Probably all the 
Earth’s naturally occurring elements exist 
in the sea. Elements may combine in vari-
ous ways and form insoluble precipitates 
that sink to the ocean floor. The tabulat-
ed 7 ionic species make up 99.7% of the 
oceans’ salinity.

Cation Concentration %
 Na+  1.08
 Mg++  0.13
 Ca++  0.04
 K+  0.04

Anion Concentration %
 Cl -  1.91
 SO4--  0.27
 HCO3

--  0.01

From the top of the ocean all the way 
to the depths of the ocean, salinity is 
between 3.3 to 3.7% with the average 
salinity being about 3.5%. The salinity for 
almost the entire ocean at sea surface 
is around 3.3 – 3.6% with some geo-
graphic variations of salinity due to pre-
cipitation and evaporation. The salinity 
of ocean water varies. It is affected by 

such factors as melting of ice, inflow of 
river water, evaporation, rain, snowfall, 
wind, wave motion, and ocean currents 
that cause horizontal and vertical mix-
ing of the saltwater. Evaporation leaves 
behind dissolved salts increasing salinity 
and precipitation freshens the top ocean 
layers. So, salinity is high in mid-latitudes 
where evaporation is high and precipita-
tion is low. Salinity is low near the equa-
tor because precipitation is so high. Very 
high latitudes can also see decreases in 
salinity where sea ice melts and freshens 
the water. 
 The saltiest water, at 4.0%, occurs in 

importance for the heat transmission, for 
example, from the seas to the land and 
vice versa, and thus affecting global cli-
mate, but it is of the greatest importance 
on the types of life that have evolved in 
these waters. Because of this salinity spe-
cial, strategies have had to be evolved 
not only by the animals that live there 
but also by the plant life. But how saline 
are the oceans?

Salinity of the oceans
The salinity of the oceans depends on 
the solvent ability of water. It is the most 
universal solvent known, being able to 
dissolve both acids and bases. All water 
has some dissolved material in it. The dif-
ference between fresh water and 
ocean water is that ocean 
water contains many 

more dissolved salts. 
Ocean water is about 

3.5% salt. And more 
than 90 percent of that 

salt would be sodium 
chloride, or ordinary table 

salt. 

Life and

Tunicates, 
or Squirts

Kitchen salt
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the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, where 
rates of evaporation are very high. Low 
salinities occur in polar seas where the 
salt water is diluted by melting ice and 
continued precipitation. Partly land-
locked seas or coastal inlets that receive 
substantial run-off from precipitation fall-
ing on the land also may have low salini-
ties. The Baltic Sea ranges in salinity from 
about 0.5 to 1.5%. The salinity of the Black 
Sea is less than 2.0%. 

Life in and around the 
oceans
The saline environment has quite 
an effect on life in the oceans. 
Most creatures that live in the 
ocean could not live in 
fresh water. However, 
when the highly 
saline waters of the 
ocean meet fresh 
water, an estu-
ary is formed. This 
is a special envi-
ronment where 
some crea-
tures have 
learned to 
adapt to a 
mixture of 
fresh and 
salt water. 
When fresh 
water, 
ground 

water and soils are 
altered by human 
actions and salin-
ity greatly increases, it can 
have an extreme detrimental effect 

the cells as well as ion transport from 
the secretory cells to the cuticle.
 Incidently, apart from their ability to 
survive saline conditions they are also 
interesting in being unique in having 
true plant vivipary. Mangrove species 
reproduce by producing flowers and 
rely on pollination by bees and insects. 
After pollination, the seed remains on 
the parent tree where it germinates 
and grows roots before disloging.

Marine animal life
Due to the salt content, life in the 
oceans is quite different from that 
found in freshwater. However, sea 
water and river water differ in more 
ways than in just their salt content. 
For example, rivers carry to the sea 

more calcium than chloride, 
but the oceans never-

theless contain 

about 46 times more chloride than 
calcium. Also, silica is a significant 
constituent of river water but not of 
sea water. Furthermore, calcium and 
bicarbonate account for nearly 50% 
of the dissolved solids in river water yet 
constitute less than 2 percent of the 
dissolved solids in ocean water. These 
variations seem contrary to what one 
would expect.

Life’s affecting salt composi-
tion
Part of the explanation is the role 
played by marine life, both animals 
and plants, in ocean water’s composi-
tion. Sea water is not simply a solution 
of salts and dissolved gases unaf-
fected by living organisms in the sea. 
Mollusks, for example oysters, clams, 
and mussels, extract calcium from the 
sea to build their shells and skeletons. 

science Crab on a red 
mangrove root off 
Semporna, Borneo 
Plants and animals 
alike. They all have 
to cope with the 
changing salin-
ity and, in some 
places, a constant 
cycle of flooding 
and drying out.

on life there. Changes in salinity brought 
about by human residential, commercial 
and industrial activity can kill plant life, 
aquatic life, and animal life in a given 
area. Humans have the responsibility to 
make sure their actions are not causing 
this type of devastation. 

Mangrove trees
One important example of plant life that 
has adapted to salty conditions is the 
mangrove tree. Mangroves are a unique 
part of the coastal ecosystem, being 
found along tropical seacoasts on both 
sides of the equator. They are thought 
to have originated in the Far East. There 
are several types of mangrove with the 
Galapagos being home to four of them. 

They are interesting because they have 
evolved mechanisms enabling them to 

cope with high salt conditions. 
The Black Mangrove, for 

example, has the 
highest salt toler-
ant leaves of all 
the mangroves, 
with its leaves 
being equipped 
with special salt-

extracting glands. 
Much research 
has been done in 

attempting to eluci-
date how this salt extrac-
tion functions but many 
fundemental questions 

remain. The gland ultrastruc-
ture has been described 

but questions remain 
regarding proc-
esses inside 

Background: Mysids, small crustaceans, 
usually less than 10 millimeter long, that 
swarm over the seabed and are often 
mistaken for juvenile fish. These are from 
the brackish Great Belt, Denmark
Center: Young red mangrove, Florida The Salty Oceans

Do you want to see your 
story in X-Ray Magazine?

X-RAY MAG is always on the lookout 
for hot new talent to showcase. If 
you have a great story and/or under-
water photographs on a unique dive 
location, conservation, marine life or 
ocean topic, send us an inquiry.

See our Guidelines at www.
xray-mag.com or click here

http://www.unexploredadventures.com
http://www.xray-mag.com/article/52
http://www.xray-mag.com/article/52
http://www.xray-mag.com/article/52
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Foraminifers, very 
small one-celled 

sea animals, and crus-
taceans, such as crabs, 

shrimp, lobsters, and 
barnacles, likewise 
take out large 
amounts of calcium 

salts to build their bod-
ies. Coral reefs, common in warm 
tropical seas, consist mostly of 
calcium carbonate as limestone, 
formed over millions of years from 
the skeletons of billions of small 
corals and other sea animals. 
Plankton, tiny floating animal and 
plant life, also exerts control on 
the composition of sea water. 
Diatoms, members of the plank-
ton community, require silica to 

form their shells and they 
draw heavily on the ocean’s 
silica for this purpose. 
 Some marine organisms con-
centrate or secrete chemical 
elements that are present in such 
minute amounts in sea water 
as to be almost undetectable: 
Lobsters concentrate copper 
and cobalt; snails secrete lead; 
the sea cucumber extracts vana-
dium; and sponges and certain 
seaweeds remove iodine from the 
sea.
 Thus, sea life has a strong influ-
ence on the composition of sea 
water. However, some elements 
in sea water are not affected to 
any apparent extent by plant 
or animal life. For example, 
no known biological process 
removes the element sodium from 
the sea.

Global Conveyor Belt 
Together, salinity and tempera-
ture determine seawater density 
and buoyancy, driving the extent 
of ocean stratification, mix-
ing, and water mass formation. 
Greater salinity, like lower tem-
peratures, results in an increase in 
ocean density with a correspond-
ing depression of the sea surface 
height. In warmer, fresher waters, 
the density is lower result-
ing in an elevation of 

the sea surface. These height dif-
ferences are related to the circu-
lation of the ocean. The changes 
in density bring warm water pole-
ward on the surface to replace 
the sinking water driving the 
global thermohaline (heat and 
salt) circulation within the ocean 
called the Global Conveyor Belt.
The is the principal mechanism by 
which the oceans store and trans-
port heat. The ocean stores more 
heat in the uppermost 3 meters 
than that of the entire atmos-
phere and acts as a global heat 
engine. Salinity is thus a key ingre-
dient in the global thermohaline 
circulation. We will be discussing 
the importance for the environ-
ment of the Global Conveyor Belt 
in a coming number. ■

science

Lobsters concentrate 
copper and cobalt; 

snails secrete lead; the 
sea cucumber extracts 
vanadium; and spong-

es and certain sea-
weeds remove iodine 

from the sea.

Thus, 
sea life has a 
strong influence on the 
composition of sea water.

Hermit crab in 
Littlebelt, Denmark. 
Crustaceans 

absord and 
leach salts and 

metals

http://www.padi.com
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In Coleridge’s famous poem, 
in which a becalmed crew is 
dying of thirst in the middle of 
the ocean, the narrator says:

“Water, water, everywhere,
And all the boards did shrink.
Water, water, everywhere,
Nor any drop to drink”

Drink saltwater to save your life - perhaps
It is certainly ironic that in the mid-
dle of all that water they had noth-
ing to drink, for it is well known that 
if you drink seawater you will die. 
But, well known or not, can this 
really be true, or is it just a myth?

Doctor Alain Bombard, who died 
in France in July this year, claimed 
to have proved that you can drink 
seawater and survive. He, in fact, 
carried out a trial in 1952 in which 
he survived 53 days on the ocean in 
a life raft without any fresh water or 
food. His theory was that the human 
system can absorb sea water pro-
vided it’s drunk in small quantities 
and taken continuously. Plankton is 
rich in vitamin C and, filtered from the sea 
with a special net, it contains all the nutri-
ents required. Bombard drank rainwater 
and up to a pint-and-a-half of sea water a 
day on his trip. 
 He was inspired by Thor Heyerdhal’s 
1947 Kon Tiki expedition, who crossed 
the oceans on a raft, living on a diet of 
fish. This event influenced his life so much 
that he decided to prove the possibility 
of survival in a blow-up raft with the very 
limited amount of resources. Bombard 
drank only small quantities of salt-water 
and consumed the plankton which it 
contained. 
 His most famous book about his 
Atlantic raft crossing is titled “The 
Bombard Story. “

In Theory
After theoretical studies at the hospital 
of Boulogne sur mer, to determine what 
quantity of fresh water you can get from 
a fish, from the rain, how much salt water 
you can drink, etc, he decided to test his 
theory on a Zodiac inflatable boat and in 
1952 to cross the Atlantic Ocean from the 

Canary Island to the West Indies. He went 
without any water, just a few basic tools 
like a net to catch plankton, harpoons 
to fish, a few books, medical material to 
study his health, and a sextant. 
 Emergency provisions were loaded 
onto the 15-foot-long, 6-foot-wide rub-
ber boat, but a notary sealed them so it 
would be obvious if Bombard used them. 
The seal was reported to be still affixed at 
journey’s end. Bombard left the Canary 
Islands on October 19, and reached the 
West Indies December 23. He encoun-
tered storms, and weeks of dead-calm 
seas. When he encountered a tanker, he 
found that he was 600 miles off course. 
The mix of raw fish and plankton, which 
he first thought tasted a bit like lobster 
purée, grew tiresome. He told Life maga-
zine that it added up to “a starving, thirsty 
hell.” 

tions and standard safety procedures 
on board ships have all been greatly 
improved. He also received many letters 
from sailors who managed to survive life 
and death situations using his tips.

Is it really possible?
So, can you survive by drinking sea-
water? It would appear that you can 
if you use it as a supplement to other 
sources such as the juice from pressed 
fish. However, it might be advisable 
first to read “Alone at Sea” by Hannes 
Lindermann. He tried Bombard’s tricks 
on two short voyages drinking saltwa-
ter - and almost died. His feet and legs 
swelled dangerously. In “Alone at Sea”, 
1958, he not only cast doubt on seawa-
ter’s potability, but also charged that 
Bombard had cheated by sneaking 
provisions aboard. Find both books at 
Amazon.com. and judge for yourselves.

64 days
After 53 days of travel, he encountered 
a ship. The crew offered him a meal 
and proposed to bring him to some 
islands but Bombard decided to con-
tinue alone and he reached Barbados 
on December 23, 1952. When reaching 
Barbados he was in such poor condi-
tion that he was immediately hospital-
ized. The total trip was 4400km and 
took 64 days. 

Bombard went to an oceanographic 
institute in Monte Carlo to develop 
ways for people lost in small boats to 
survive on even less. He concluded 
that drinking limited quantities of sea-
water and fluids pressed from raw fish, 
and eating fish and plankton would 
do the job. Thanks to his achievement 
and interest in sailors, working condi-

Tom Hanks starring in the Hollywood blockbuster “Castaway” in which his character also 
had to depend on his creativity to survive. Promotional photo from 20th Century Fox

It all depends, it seems. The 33% 
salt concentration in the water of 
the Dead Sea would however cer-

tainly kill you fast if you drank it
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Ecofieldtrips Pte Ltd is a 
Singapore based company 
which employs specialist biol-
ogists to cover the biology of 
rainforests, mangroves, sea-
shores and coral reefs in the 
unspoilt ecosystems of Tioman 
Island, Sarawak and Langkawi, 
in Malaysia. School groups 
from Singapore, Malaysia, 
Hong Kong, Bangladesh, UK 
and Ireland come annually on 
the fieldtrips. Fieldtrips vary in 
length and content- from fun 
filled educational trips with 
11/12 year olds to in-depth 
GCSE, A-Level and IB survey 
work- depending on school 
requirements. The “hands 
on” field experience and the 
knowledge and experience of 
EFT biologists ensures a better 
understanding of our wonderful 
ecosystems and how they are 
interrelated. The fieldtrips sup-
port what is being taught in the 
classroom and it is hoped that 
fieldtrip experience leads to 
life long conservation aware-
ness.

Mangrove breathing roots. Sonneratia sp

“What would the 
world be, once bereft
Of wet and of wilder-
ness? Let them be left,
O let them be left, wil-

derness and wet;
Long live the weeds and  

the wilderness yet” 
 

Gerard Manley Hopkins

Text by Bridget Hedderman
Photos courtesy of Eco Field Trips

Mangroves
conservation

Eco-tourism & education

Mangrove quadrat survey
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conservation

Introduction to the  
Mangrove forest:

Mangroves seem to have little ap-
peal to the general public and are 
commonly referred to as “hot, bug 
infested, smelly swamps that are 
polluted and mess up the coastline” 
They are frequently cleared to allow 
for better sea views or reclaimed to 
provide more flat land for buildings 
and aquaculture. The terrible tsuna-
mi tragedy of Dec 2004 brought to 
light the vital function of mangroves 
in protecting coastal areas during 
times of adverse weather condi-

tions. During fieldtrips in Sarawak 
students see exactly how mangrove 
forests are being cleared to make 
way for housing development. They 
also visit a wonderful kampong that 
nestles amongst the mangrove trees 
and observe how people can live in 
harmony with nature.
 Mangroves have many other 
important roles, they are the nursery 
ground for juvenile fish and crusta-
ceans, they provide food, medicines 
and a sustainable source of good 
quality timber for the local people. 
Mangroves are the home to many 
creatures such as fruit bats, snakes, 

Mangroves

4 DAY ITINERARY 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS FIELDTRIP 
PULAU TIOMAN, MALAYSIA

 
    * Day 1 -Coach and ferry to 
Tioman. Programme briefing, Nature 
Loop - Short walk into the rainforest 
behind the resort, follows the stream 
through a stretch of the forest into the 
mangrove and out onto the beach 
at Paya Beach. This overview of river/
rainforest/mangrove/coral reef - gives 
a perfect introduction and holistic 
approach to field work. Evening edu-
cational presentation. 
 
    * Day 2 - Snorkeling on pristine 
coral reef on nearby island. Explore 
diversity of the mangrove. Visit the 
marine Park Visitor’s Centre. Snorkel 
and feed the fish. Evening educa-
tional presentation 
 
    * Day 3 - 7km Rainforest trek 
- examine coastline, river, village 
deveolpment and the impactto tour-
ism. Survey work: Soil development, 
Hydrological cycle, Climate, Micro-
climates and Forest maturity. Wildlife 
discovery and interaction.Evening 
educational presentation. 
 
    * Day 4 - Seashore survey using line 
transects and quadrats - Data analy-
sis & student presentation. Coastal 
walk to Turtle Sanctuary. Depart back 
to Singapore.

www.ecofieldtrips.com.sg

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: 
Mangrove at hightide;
Horseshoe crab;
Mangrove survey

http://www.ecofieldtrips.com.sg
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conservation Mangroves

ABOVE: Sarawak 
reclaimed mangroves

RIGHT: Sarawak develop-
ment within mangroves 

LEFT: Fiddler crab 

TOP CENTER: Sarawak reclaimed 
mangroves development 
 
INSET: Fruit bat-flying fox

monkeys, birds and butterflies. 
 Mangroves are a specialised group of  
plants that have adapted to living in the fringe 
of land between the sea and the land, along 
coasts and riverbanks where fresh and salt 
water meets. Here few other plants can survive 
the harsh environmental conditions. Mangrove 
plants have adapted to accommodate daily 
flooding by seawater when the tide is high 
and exposure to the hot rays of the tropical 
sun when tide flows out. Mangroves frequently 
have to survive freshwater flooding when 
streams overflow during the rainy season. 

 Mangrove soil is waterlogged and anaero-
bic with sulphur producing bacteria giving 
off the distinctive odour of rotting eggs! The 
strange roots of mangrove trees often pro-
trude upwards allowing air to diffuse into the 
plant tissue through specialises pores when ex-
posed to air. This ingenious adaptation works 
in much the same way as a snorkel when skin 
diving.
 Mangroves are without doubt what students 
know least about when they arrive to take part 
in a fieldtrip and EFT biologists introduce man-
groves to students in a variety of ways. 

 The first introduction to mangroves is from 
the rainforest by following a stream which 
then meanders through a wonderful estuarine 
mangrove before it reaches the seashore.   It 
is often the case that students find themselves 
waist deep in water wading through the man-
grove. It is this journey from the rainforest to the 
seashore through the mangrove that makes 
students realise how ecosystems are intercon-
nected.
 Students also approach mangroves from 
the sea by snorkelling into mangroves at high 
tide. This gives a very different perception of 
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conservation Mangroves

FAR LEFT: Mangrove 
roots. Rhizophera sp 

TOP: Snorkeling in a 
coastal mangrove

LEFT: Mudskipper nest
mangroves and students can well 
imagine how mangrove roots are 
a refuge for smaller fish and how 
they provide such a good barrier 
against coastal erosion.
 Students also spend time doing 
more detailed surveys in man-
groves. This may involve small 
groups working together to learn 
as much as possible about a given 
area of a mangrove forest. A vari-
ety of survey techniques are used 
including a silent survey to observe 

the timid animals that emerge 
when they are not disturbed. Man-
grove zonation, using quadrates 
and transect lines are carried out 
as well as water and soil sampling. 
The affect of pollution and par-
ticularly human impact is brought 
home to students during their sur-
veys. 
 It is hoped that during the field 
trips the importance of conserva-
tion becomes clear and young 
people leave with a thorough 

knowledge about these amazing 
ecosystems and a greater appre-
ciation of their commercial and in-
trinsic value. From our student feed-
back over the years, these fieldtrips 
have influenced their attitudes to 
the environment, conservation and 
sustainable development in a very 
positive way. ■ 
 
For more information, visit:  
www.ecofieldtrips.com.sg

http://www.ecofieldtrips.com.sg
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Leigh Cunningham is 
the technical manag-
er and TDI Instructor 
Trainer for Ocean 
College, Sharm El 
Sheikh.

Probably best known for 
his records - Leigh once 

held the record for the 
deepest dive in the Red 
Sea - and attempts of 

reaching extreme depths, 
he also has a wide range of 
teaching credentials to his cur-
riculum: 

TDI instructor trainer, DSAT Tech 
Trimix instructor, PADI  MSDT      
IANTD Technical diver instructor     
CMAS 3 star instructor.

Leigh 
Cunningham

technical 
matters

Solo or not?

When divers run out of gas 
in open water it can only be 
down to two possible expla-
nations. Either they haven’t 
been monitoring their pressure 
gauges and plainly run dry. 
Or they have suffered some 
equipment malfunction such 
as a regulator free flow or a 
split hose which are technical 
breakdowns that can happen 
even to the most conscien-
tious, experienced and well 
trained diver.  

But how do we prepare for 
these eventualities? Do we 
just rely on our buddy to sort 
us out? And is that a wise pol-
icy?

Training agen-
cies differ in the 
degree of self sufficiency 
training at recreational levels. Most 
of them instruct divers to, when in a 
situation where they run low or out of 
gas, to swim to their “buddy” and share 
gas from an alternate second stage, or 
octopus as it is widely known. This obvi-
ously requires that the buddy is within 
swimming distance, which is why we are 
also taught to keep fairly close together 
in buddy pairs should anything of this 
sort happen, however unlikely it may 
seem. 
 According to conventions, the 
alternate second stage, or octopus, 
should be clearly stowed in the imagi-
nary triangular area between the chin 
and the lower corners of the rib cage 
from where it can easily be seen and 
grabbed in case it is needed. If, how-
ever, the diver low on air is too far away 
from his buddy, the next option would 
be to swim directly to the surface while 
exhaling or perhaps breathing from a 
free flowing regulator. In either case a 
difficult task. So much for the theory.

In reality
In my experience, 

however, in the real world of diving 
things may be a lot different. One 
of the most commonly seen devia-
tions from recommended practice 
are divers stowing their alternate air 
source octopus in a BCD pocket or 
have it dangling freely somewhere 
behind them. Sad but true. Secondly, 
buddy pairs, once they are beyond 
their basic training course rarely do a 
proper buddy check before entering 
the water ensuring that they know the 
whereabouts of the very alternate air 
source that they may urgently need 
later. And thirdly, they are rarely look-
ing at each other when one runs out 
of gas. The victim of an out of gas situ-
ation will already be under significant 
stress and only 
more so 
if he also 
has to 
swim some 

distance to reach his buddy. If he 
then, on top of everything else, also 
has problems locating a not so clearly 
seen alternate second stage, the situ-
ation will very soon, needless to say, 
become very serious if not already.
  
CESA 
Another option may be performing 
a controlled emergency swimming 
ascent (CESA), this is, however, a skill 
we practice only once during basic 
training—unless we become instructors 
ourselves. As with any other skill upon 
which your safety is dependent, it 
should however be practised at regu-
lar intervals. But is it ever? 

Buddy breathing could be another 
option, but it is a drill which training 

agencies have con-
sidered optional in 

training 

for many years now. It is certainly 
a good exercise and eye-open-
ing experience to practise under 
controlled circumstances. But as 
the training agencies also came 
to realise over time, it is also a drill 
so fiendishly difficult and stressful 
to perform under a real emer-
gency situation that only quite 
experienced divers with 
good stress manage-
ment can handle it.  

“Check your pressure 
gauge at least once 

every minute, during 
every dive”

Now, what if a hose bursts?

Text:  Leigh Cunningham.  Photos and graphics: Peter Symes
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technical  
matters Besides, if a skill is optional, most 

instructors will not practice it with 
students and few divers, whatso-
ever, will keep on practising the 
skill after training.
 Usually mentioned in an open 
water course is the possible 
advantages of a pony bottle or 
a small spare air cylinder, but a 
mention is usually all it gets.

Buddy check
The buddy check gets more 
than a mention, and is in fact 
mentioned and practiced every 
day during basic training. Buddy 
checks should be a standard 
procedure for novice divers only. 
Experienced divers at all levels 
should not need a buddy check. 
Why? Basically because you must 
always be the one responsible 
for your own life support systems. 
It should never be up to another 
diver/buddy to check your life 
support system (scuba unit) is 
functioning how it should be. It’s 
your life on the line. All divers div-
ing together should however be 
aware of their 

partner’s 

specific equipment configuration, 
especially where their alternate 
air sources are, which type of 
releases are on the BCD/harness 
and what type of weight system, 
integrated or weight belt, they 
use.  
 In my humble opinion, for the 
vast majority of divers the buddy 
system as we know it, is seriously 
flawed!

What if...?
Here is a little reality check: If a 
diver runs out of gas and swims 
some distance to reach and 
share gas with their buddy and 
the buddy is unaware of the 
problem, what is most likely going 
to happen is that the diver who is 
out of gas is going to grab the first 
second stage they see and know 
is working, which is the one the 
buddy is already breathing from.
 With this in mind, a better meth-
od of training and diving would 
be for divers to normally breathe 
from the longer of the two hoses 
(the one we would usually con-
sider to be the alternate second 
stage, or octopus) and stow the 
other second stage (on the short-
er of the two hoses) under the 
chin with a bungee cord around 
the neck. 

What would then happen in the 
aforementioned scenario is that 
the diver who is out of gas would 
take the second stage from his 
buddy’s mouth. The buddy would 
then replace this second stage 
with the alternate second stage, 
which is easily located just inches 
away right under the chin. The 
out of gas diver would then also 
be breathing from the longer of 
the two hoses, making gas shar-
ing much more comfortable 
 But you are still dependent on 
your buddy. A different and bet-

ter approach to prevent out of 
air situations is to have another 
air source on board yourself.  
Depending on your style of diving, 
it need not be a twin tank with 
manifold. A pony bottle or spare 
air cylinder would still be a great 
help for many recreational divers.  
A little spare air tank doesn’t hold 
much but a couple of extra avail-
able breaths may make for just 
the essential difference. Also ask 
your buddy to carry some extra 
air supply of his own.

Heard it before?
Does all this start to sound famil-
iar?  Well it should, if you have 
been reading my series. We are 
revisiting the “redundancy ethic”, 
I wrote about a couple of issues 
back. In the world of technical 
training, this approach to diving is 
the standard procedure and has 
been for many years. Put simply, 
according to the “redundancy 
ethic”, anything that could possi-
bly malfunction with a risk to your 
life as the result, should be dupli-
cated with an independent back 
up system. While you may share 
together with someone, pretend 
that you will be diving alone and 
prepare and kit up accordingly, 
and dive within your limits.
 We don’t call it “Solo” diver 
training however. A more accu-
rate term would be “following 
the laws of common sense”. The 
technical diver is taught during 
formal training that the possibility 
of being split from the dive group 
or buddy always has to be taken 
into consideration. A diver may 
even have to complete a lengthy 
decompression obligation alone 
after being split from the rest of 
the dive team, so back up sys-

Is this your buddy?

How far can you 
venture and still see 

yourself safely out of 
trouble in the unlikely 

event of a equip-
ment malfuntion?

That good 
trusted old 

regulator. 
When was it 

again you had 
it serviced?
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tems, must be taken on the dive 
in order to resolve equipment 
related problems should they 
occur. 

Common sense
No longer does the questionable 
buddy system apply. What does 
apply is a common sense, logical 
outlook on required equipment 

and appropriate con-
figuration for the type of 
dive along with “plan-
ning the dive and diving 
the plan”. The technical 
diver does not have the 
option of a direct ascent 
to the surface after an 
equipment malfunction 
without getting seriously 
bent or even end up 
dead. 
 Ok, we are not all 
technical divers but the 
issues at hand applies 
to everyone. Even for 
the recreational diver in 
the 20-40 meter range, 
running out of gas due 
to a regulator malfunc-
tion or otherwise only to 
realise that the buddy is 
out in the distance swim-
ming away from you, 
can have catastrophic 
affects. If you don’t 
carry backup, a direct 
swim to the surface may 
then be your only option 
to prevent drowning, 
but at the same time 
more than likely lead to 
a series of recompres-
sion treatments and an 
abrupt end to your div-
ing career. For all divers, 
whether adhering to the 
buddy system or not, if 
there was more emphasis 
on redundant systems 
during training, and 
their use after, less divers 

would get bent or dead due to 
an out-of-gas situation.  

Diving solo 
Maybe it should also be stressed 
that “diving solo” in this context 
isn’t the same as diving alone.  
Diving is a social undertaking, 
and we like to share experi-
ences under water. It doesn’t 

mean either that the proximity 
of your diving partner can’t add 
to your safety, because help or 
just an extra pair of hands can 
indeed come in handy. It is about 
a mindset. Are you prepared, 
equipped and capable to inde-
pendently take care of your own 
safety and not to make someone 
else responsible? A little mental 
exercise can come in handy here: 
Ask yourself whether you would 
be comfortable assuming respon-
sibility for your buddy and getting 
him/her safely out of the water in 
case he has an accident. Maybe 
he is panic-prone, who knows? 
This is for qualified and dive pro-
fessionals only, who, when you 
come to think of it, always have 
to dive solo when doing classes 
as they can’t rely on anyone else 
to rescue them.  
 Do you bring your family on a 
dive vacation and do you dive 
with your kids? They are most 
likely not physically strong, trained 
or mentally prepared or mature 
enough to deal with any inci-
dences. They can’t be expected 
to react as fully capable buddies. 
Here too, you are in reality diving 
solo even though you may not be 
aware of it. 
 
Do the right thing and be safe. ■

Where is that buddy 
when you need him?

The good buddy should always look out for 
you.  But what if  he/ she looks the other way?

http://www.ecofieldtrips.com.sg

